Atlas Certified provides an automated solution to verify and monitor license and certification data in an increasingly skill-based and regulated marketplace.
What is **atlas**certified?™

Atlas Certified™ provides a truly automated verification and monitoring solution for certifications and licenses across industries by communicating directly with certifying orgs for on-demand, current and trusted data.

**Healthcare**
- Nurses
- Physicians
- Administrators

**Contractors**
- Electricians
- Home Inspectors
- Plumbers

**Pharmacy**
- Drug Distribution
- Facilities

**Insurance**
- Producers
- Adjustors
- Title Agents

**Technology**
- Novell
- Cisco
- VMware
- EMC
- CompTIA
- IBM
- Adobe
- redhat
- citrix
- PMI
- SAP
- Oracle
- (ISC)²
- Apple
The Problem:

The current process of verifying certification and license data today is antiquated and broken.
* Labor-Intensive * Time-Prohibitive * Error-Prone * Static (Risk) * Expensive *

- Fraud (currently estimated to cost $600 billion annually) and exposure to legal liability from uncertified or unlicensed workers, contractors or partners has forced companies to rely on expensive and time-consuming background checks.
- Organization and maintenance of licenses and certifications, timetables of associated renewal and expiration dates, and disciplinary events is a daunting and expensive task, but nonetheless vital.
- Whether inadvertent expiration of hard-earned certifications and licenses or fraud, not having represented credentials increases business risk and compromises enterprise value.
- Due to rapidly evolving technology, regulation and skill-based education, confirming and managing represented skills is more important than ever.
The Solution:  

atlas certified

atlas certified provides a truly automated verification and monitoring solution for certifications and licenses across industries by communicating directly with certifying orgs for on-demand, current and trusted data.

- VerifyNOW™ eliminates the excessive cost of manual verifications and potential liability of maintaining static, unverified and outdated lists.
- MonitorNOW™ automates oversight with alerts for change in status to ensure proper action for renewal dates, expiration dates and disciplinary events.
- Atlas Certified's portfolio platform of automated verifications grows every day to address evolving technology, education standards, regulations, and, most importantly, the needs of its customers across industries, including Technology, Healthcare, Insurance, Pharma, Freelancers, Service Professionals and many more.
Why Partner with **atlas**certified? 

- **Reduced Costs:** On-demand verification of employees at a fraction of the time and cost associated with manual background checks, which means Increased Compliance, Reduced Costs and Time to Market.

- **Reduced Risk / Increased Compliance:** Automated and Scheduled Monitoring and Alerts to limit the risk and liability associated with represented credentials (Renewals, Expirations and Disciplinary Events).

- **Accurate and Current Data:** A single source for all license and certification data directly from certifying orgs for on-demand, current and trusted data (Reduce Human Error).
Next Steps...

- Increase compliance while reducing risk, expense and time associated with verifying and monitoring the represented credentials of your customers, applicants, employees and contractors.

- Tap into our innovation and build on your leadership position by influencing which licenses and certifications are added next to our portfolio in order to maximize value for your team.

- Work with the Atlas Certified team to design and build an API.
Our Dashboard
Get Started With Atlas
Smart Screening, Intelligent Hiring, Proactive Alerts, Effective Compliance and Peace of Mind.

Contact the atlascertified Team
Email: solutions@atlascertified.io
Phone: (973) 386-1700
Website: www.atlascertified.io